Election Communication

I have published millions of copies of newspapers and lealets making the
case for the United Kingdom leaving the European Union.
These have been distributed across Great Britain by hard-working,
dedicated UKIP members and supporters.
If it was not for thousands of UKIP activists promoting Brexit for over
twenty years, the referendum would not have happened and we would
not now be on course for leaving the EU.
However, we have not left yet.
The next government will be led by a prime minister who voted and
campaigned for the UK to stay in the EU.
If you give Theresa May a huge mandate, you give her the opportunity to
backslide on Brexit.
To stop this happening you need Members of Parliament who believe in
Brexit and who will not put political careers in front of the interests of their
country and constituents.
My record proves my commitment to Brexit.
I will work tirelessly in Parliament on your behalf to ensure that Brexit is
delivered and that none of my red lines are crossed. I will do this without
fear or favour and without the temptation of making concessions in return
for advancing up the ministerial ranks.
Redvers Cunningham
UK Independence Party
My Brexit Red Lines:
1) Full control of our laws - no more
meddling by european courts
2) Full control of our borders - no
more preferential treatment for EU
citizens
3) Full control of our ishing waters
and isheries policies

4) Full control of our trade deals re-take our seat at the WTO
5) No penalty fees to be paid to the
EU as a condition of a free trade
agreement
6) Finish the process of leaving the
EU by 2019 at the latest

email: redvers.cunningham@me.com
telephone:07850 064 581
website: www.spelthorneukip.org
twitter: @UKIPRedvers
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